→ Perfect for small applications
→ 300 OR 400 watt AC, DC or combination input
→ 120 OR 277 volt input
→ Alternative to wall packs
→ Light up fluorescent indoor and 12V remote lights with same system

→ Perfect for small applications
→ 500-2000VA
→ 120 OR 277 volt input
→ Self-testing, self-diagnostics, alarms and event logs
→ Small, compact footprint
→ 98% efficient

→ Perfect for medium applications… retail, schools, etc.
→ 1500-16,700 VA, 98% efficient!
→ All voltage configurations available
→ Central power system, for one time testing
→ Self-testing, self-diagnostics, alarms and event logs

→ Perfect for small to large, THREE PHASE applications
→ 4800-50,000 VA, 98% efficient!
→ All voltage configurations available
→ Central power system, for one time testing
→ Self-testing, self-diagnostics, alarms and event logs